
SIX SKELETONS AT SEVEN DITCHES
Robert Briggs

In his groundbreaking 2009 monograph Anglo-Saxon Deviant Burial Customs, Andrew 
Reynolds drew together many years of research and thinking on what, despite its temporal 
and thematic depth, previously had been an under-studied subject. One particularly 
notable achievement of the book is its inclusion of a national corpus of excavated sites 
where skeletal remains exhibiting signs of distinctive treatment at odds with “standard” 
contemporary burial practices have been found. Such unorthodox characteristics have 
meant interpretations of their age and background have often been of a tentative nature, 
or else avoided altogether. In response to this Reynolds has collected together a 
substantial array  of documentary references with which to substantiate the notion that 
most, if not all, of these burials represent the remains of individuals put to death as the 
consequence of the actions of the Anglo-Saxon criminal justice system. Surreyʼs relative 
abundance of such sites was explored previously by Reynolds in the discussion of the 
context of an execution cemetery at London Road, Staines (Hayman & Reynolds 2005, 
242-49). 

Of the eight Surrey sites identified, perhaps the most mysterious is that roughly midway 
along the Hogʼs Back ridge between Farnham and Guildford, just under 150 metres AOD 
at approximately OS grid reference SU911483. Human remains were discovered here 
during trenching associated with the laying of a new water pipe in 1935, and a subsequent 
archaeological evaluation by Major A. J. Wade identified parts of at least six skeletons. 
Most of what is known about his findings first appeared an article printed not long after in 
the Surrey and Hants News, and a proper appraisal was not published until several 
decades later, as a brief note in the Surrey Archaeological Collections (English & Dyer 
1999). This amended a number of Wadeʼs opinions, in particular rejecting his interpretation 
that he had found the remains of individuals killed by the collapse of a Neolithic flint mine 
(and likewise a later suggestion that it was a plague pit). However, the authors stopped 
short of advancing a single interpretation of their own, electing instead to ascribe the 
skeletons to ʻeither criminal or military activityʼ (English & Dyer 1999, 215). A  history of 
nearby Seale and The Sands published the following year seems to ascribe the skeletons 
to the passage of Danish raiders through the area in AD 893, the year in which the 
Winchester (A) manuscript of the Anglo-Saxon Chronicles records they suffered a heavy 
defeat at Farnham (Wheate et al 2001, 15; Swanton 2000, 85).

It was Rob Poulton who was the first to interpret Wadeʼs discovery as an execution 
cemetery, arguing that it possessed ʻall the typical features of such sitesʼ (Poulton 2000, 
9). This point was developed with reference to the positions of the skeletal remains by 
Reynolds a few years later (Hayman & Reynolds 2005, 247-48). He drew attention to the 
prone nature of one of the burials and the the possibility  that another had been bound or 
trussed; a third was buried on a different orientation to the rest, pointing to the bodies 
having been interred not at the same time, but over an extended period. The account of 
the site given in his recent monograph adds little in the way of fresh information, aside 
from noting that the spacing between the burials again suggests they were made on more 
than one occasion (Reynolds 2009, 143). Like English and Dyer before him, Reynolds also 
drew attention to a number of important aspects of the siteʼs topography. Among these is 
the position of the burials next to a roadside - one of Wadeʼs sketch-plans shows the 
skeletons were found less than a metre from the northern edge of the road along the 
Hogʼs Back ridge, equivalent to the present-day westbound carriageway of the A31. This 
route was certainly  a via regia (“kingʼs highway”) by the late twelfth century  (Gover et al 
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1934, 8), but despite its supposed prehistoric origins as the so-called Old Way or Harrow 
Way, its earlier status is moot (as summarised with assiduous objectivity by Turner 1980).

Perhaps the most remarkable topographical characteristic of the site is its position more or 
less at the meeting point of the parishes of Wanborough, Seale (originally  Farnham) and 
Puttenham. Each parish belonged to a different Hundred: Woking, Farnham and 
Godalming respectively. Such liminal locations at the junctions of parochial and hundredal 
boundaries nowadays are acknowledged to have been of particular significance as sites of 
occasional assembly, in spite of their remoteness and in many cases elevated sites; to 
quote one authority, ʻrather than being no-manʼs land they were “every-manʼs 
land”ʼ (Pantos 2003, 47). So what might have drawn people to this particular location and 
not other, more central points in the locality  at which estate boundaries met? While it has 
been recognised previously that the burials were located on the probable boundary of the 
sixty-hide estate granted to the monasterium at Farnham in a charter of Caedwalla, King of 
Wessex (Sawyer 235, of AD 685x87), none of the published appraisals have taken any 
account of the greater relevance of a later charter to the site. On the face of it this charter 
(Sawyer 382) is a confirmation by King Edward the Elder of the Farnham estate to 
Frithestan, the new Bishop of Winchester, of circa AD 909. However, scholarly opinion has 
repeatedly cast doubt upon its authenticity, and it is more likely to constitute a later 
document drawn up in the second half of the tenth century (if not later still). It is written in 
Latin, save for an Old English boundary clause delimiting the Farnham estate and the ten 
hides at Bentley in Hampshire appended to it (Gover et al 1934, 165-67; Forsberg 1950, 
203). Without doubt this describes a boundary that passes through the site under 
discussion, but might it actually give the name of the site itself?

The boundary clause begins and ends at vii dican, “seven ditches”, which the authors of 
The Place-Names of Surrey - accepting the earlier conclusion of Rev. H. R. Hubband in a 
contribution to the second volume of Farnham Records - believed was equivalent to 'a belt 
of seven mounds, just above Shoelands Farm on the southward slope of the Hogs Back, 
now almost obscured from sight by  an overgrowth of trees and bushes' (Gover et al 1934, 
165). This description is misleading, for the overgrown ʻmoundsʼ are in fact a series of 
copses (all stands of ancient woodland) broadly coincident with the exposure of Upper 
Greensand midway down the southern slope of the Hogʼs Back. More fundamental is the 
inappropriateness of Old English dic (of which dican is the dative plural form) as a term for 
identifying mounds, and the orientation of the ʻbeltʼ perpendicular to the boundary detailed 
in the charter-bounds. This being the case, the traditional identification of vii dican has to 
be rejected. The ditches must have lain at a point on a line between the boundary marks 
recorded either side of it: hlos ƿuda midde weardne to its north (lost, but most likely in the 
vicinity of grid reference SU912493 at the edge of Grubground Copse) and ottan forda to 
the south (undoubtedly  Totford at the north-west corner of Puttenham Common, grid 
reference SU911473). Working on the basis that vii dican is no longer extant as a 
landscape feature, by far and away the most credible site between the aforementioned two 
marks is on top  of the Hogʼs Back in more or less the same location as the interments 
found in 1935. This would also go a long way towards confirming Reynoldsʼ belief that they 
may have been associated with an earthwork, despite there being ʻno evidence for pre-
existing features at the siteʼ (Hayman & Reynolds 2005, 248).

In view of its disappearance, interpreting the nature of “seven ditches” is anything but 
straightforward. A multivallate hillfort or settlement would seem an appropriate explanation 
of the nameʼs implication, but arguably does not suit the location midway along the ridge. It 
is perhaps easier to conceive of the ditches being those of a cross dyke, common on the 
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South Downs, but not the North Downs. In Surrey parallels could be drawn with the 
embankment on the Kent border (Clark 1960) and the lost ʻgreat ditch crossing the way 
from Guildfordʼ John Aubrey noted at Albury (1980, 274-75), yet both of these lay  at the 
foot of the scarp, not atop it. A better analogue may be the extended linear earthwork 
Dorothy Nail identified as Nutshambles running through the meeting-place of Copthorne 
Hundred; possible execution burials (again poorly recorded and never formally published) 
have been found nearby (Nail 1965; Pantos 2004, 169). This echoes an execution site on 
East Wansdyke in Wiltshire referred to in two charter bounds of 957 and 960 as þa wearh 
roda/rode on wodnes dic (“the felonʼs gallow(s) on Wodenʼs dyke”: S 647 and 685 
respectively - see Reynolds 2009, 279). Earthworks of this type certainly constituted apt 
locations for execution cemeteries; eight other such sites (including London Road, 
Staines) have been found in intimate association with linear earthworks (Reynolds 2009, 
156-57 Table 26).

The site of “seven ditches” from the south west. The trees to the left of centre-frame are on the line 
of the boundary  described in the Farnham charter-bounds (S 382); the central reservation in front of 
them is  probably  where Wade found the skeletal remains in 1935. The westbound carriageway  in the 
foreground represents the former ridgeway/via regia, without doubt an important later medieval route.

A series of seven ditches sounds like a remarkably complex earthwork, but the name may 
not be a literal reflection of their number. Over half a century ago, Old English seofon (i.e. 
seven) was suggested to have had legal and/or scriptural significance (Smith 1956, 119). 
Its religious significance has since been explored in greater depth in a discussion of the 
recurrent name “seven wells” (Briggs 2007), while Catherine Cubittʼs recent analysis of 
late Anglo-Saxon interest in the Late-Antique legend of the Seven Sleepers is especially 
worthy of note for the conclusion that its retelling in Old English ʻportrays the workings of 
criminal justiceʼ at the time (albeit in an urban context: Cubitt 2009, 1049). The notion that 
the name may not be numerically accurate finds further support in the only other known 
Old English pairing of seofon and dic, found in the bounds of Sixpenny Handley contained 
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in a not wholly reliable charter of AD 956 (Sawyer 630). The spelling of this reference (þat 
get at seuen diche suð ende anlang diche = “the gate/gap at seven ditch south end, along 
the ditch...”) provides no evidence of a plural form, although Mills equates it with an 
earthwork named ʻthe Dykesʼ on older OS maps, situated very close to a Romano-British 
settlement site (Mills 1989, 123).

The appropriation of earlier monuments as places for burials is an important phenomenon 
in the Anglo-Saxon period. However, whereas they were initially sites for ordinary or even 
elite graves, they subsequently became places of negative, “pagan” notoriety - a change 
excellently demonstrated in the reuse of the richly-furnished primary barrow burial at Gally 
Hills, Banstead for the site of a gallows and execution cemetery (although the five 
execution burials were not definitely of Anglo-Saxon date: Barfoot & Williams 1976; 
Hayman & Reynolds 2005, 248). A similar proposition has been made in regard to the 
large execution cemetery at Guildown at the eastern end of the Hogʼs Back (Reynolds 
2009, 139). Recently, John Blair has proposed ʻliminal places such as barrows and 
earthworksʼ were often congruent with the hæðenan byrgels (ʻheathen burialsʼ) which 
occur as marks in many sets of pre-Conquest charter-bounds. Moreover he believes there 
was a polarity in burial practice which grew more defined during the later Anglo-Saxon 
period: ʻsafeʼ and ʻpureʼ interment in churchyards on the one hand, and ʻuncleanʼ burials in 
unconsecrated peripheral sites on the other (Blair 2009, 551-53). One should not 
necessarily assume that because the burials were not at a site named “heathen burials” 
they must hence post-date the composition of the Farnham charter-bounds; it is 
reasonable to assume “seven ditches” had been a site of local significance for more than 
just the conduct of criminal punishment, especially  if the first half of the name had a pre-
Christian connotation (that it alternatively  might have alluded to a legend popular in the 
period when the charter bounds were written should also be borne in mind: Briggs 2007 
and Cubitt 2009 respectively).

The name “seven ditches” reappears in another boundary clause, this time delimiting the 
Shoelands estate in the north-west of Puttenham parish, within a feoffment containing 
internal evidence suggestive of a date in the first decade of the thirteenth century  (SHC 
2609/11/5/35). The southern estate boundary is said to follow the Kingʼs highway running 
from Puttenham ʻad vadum de Otteforde . et ex inde usque ad Seuedicʼ = ʻto the ford of 
Totford and hence also to Seven Ditch[es]ʼ (a published partial translation of the document 
erroneously  gives the name as ʻSenedicʼ: Currie 2003, 274). At first this is hard to square 
with the topography of the present-day locality, but it would seem to imply the existence of 
a lost route picking a circuitous route north from Totford to the top  of the Hogʼs Back. What 
is more, there may have been an equivalent route on the northern slope of the Hogʼs 
Back, as a track is shown on several pre-OS maps (e.g. 1828 estate map of Wanborough: 
Oʼ Connell & Bird 1994, 11). Thus not only was “seven ditches” a focus for estate 
boundaries, but lay at a crossroads as well. Blair cites crossroads as places where 
“unclean” burials were typically  made, in no small measure influenced by the words of the 
late-Saxon homilist Ælfric written around the turn of the eleventh century (ʻwitches still go 
to the crossroads and heathen burials with their delusive magic, and call to the devil, and 
he comes to them in the likeness of the man who is buried thereʼ: Pope 1968, 796; Blair 
2009, 548, 553).

A second post-Conquest occurrence of “seven ditches” occurs in the plea rolls of the 1263 
Surrey Eyre. Among the entries relating to Woking Hundred is one recording that 
ʻRobertus de la Felde de Sande suspendus fuit [apud] Seinedikʼ per sectam cuiusdam 
Willelmiʼ (“Robert de la Felde of Send was hanged at Seven Ditch[es] by  suit of a certain 
William”: Stewart 2006, 335). The name was translated as ʻSendikeʼ by Susan Stewart, 
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who posited it might have been ʻthe boundary ditch of the parish of Sendʼ (Stewart 2006, 
336). Clearly she was of this opinion because of the information given about where Robert 
was from, but its spelling differs from all instances of Send in both the Eyre rolls and other 
records (Gover et al 1934, 146). While it must be conceded that there is no exact parallel 
in the forms of the “seven-names” collected by  Keith Briggs (the nearest being the 
Cumbrian field-name ʻSinewelle closeʼ, but this dates from 1539: Briggs 2007, 33), the 
archaeological and topographical context means its equation with “seven ditches” is all but 
assured. However, just as this reference answers several questions, so it raises several 
more.

What is most remarkable about this final reference to “seven ditches” is that it links the site 
with Woking Hundred. The precise location of Wadeʼs 1935 excavation is unknown (the 
newspaper article from which comes much of what is known about his work opaquely 
reports they  were found ʻnear the old boundary of the manors of Farnham and 
Wanboroughʼ: English & Dyer 1999, 215), so there is no reason why its status as the start 
and end point of the Old English bounds of Farnham should mean at the time it had a 
particular connection with the coterminous Hundred of the same name. Interestingly, the 
vicinity of “seven ditches” has been suggested to have been the site of a beacon from at 
least the late sixteenth century, whose upkeep  was a responsibility  shared between 
Farnham and Woking Hundreds (Kitchen 1987, 104, 107). Moreover, it may be significant 
that circa 1200 there is record of ʻles forches de Weleyeʼ - “the gallows of Willey” - 
belonging to the Bishops of Winchester (as lords of Farnham) and located at a place with 
an explicitly  “pagan” name (Gover et al 1934, 175; Manning 1970, 31). Might this have 
taken over the capital punishment functions of “seven ditches” for Farnham Hundred? 
What is certain is that in the second half of the thirteenth century “seven ditches” was still 
of sufficient repute - or rather ill-repute - to warrant a man being brought here from the 
other side of Woking Hundred to be hanged. 

The use of the site for an execution as late as 1263 naturally prompts questions as to how 
old the skeletons found in 1935 might have been. Were they Anglo-Saxon, like those at 
Eashing (Reynolds 2009, 136-37) and many of the skeletons at Guildown (if the dating 
evidence of a 1043 silver penny  found with one bespeaks of the similar age of many of the 
other interments)? Or could they have been later, post-Conquest interments? The only 
means of answering this (and resolving the matter of what “seven ditches” might have 
been) would be through archaeological investigation and subsequent scientific analysis, 
but there is scant prospect of this as the site is now on a narrow grass verge sandwiched 
between the two carriageways of the A31 (whose dualling in the 1960s may have caused 
damage to any still-undiscovered archaeology hereabouts). Consultation with Thames 
Water, the operator of a nearby  covered reservoir, may at least help  to pinpoint the line of 
the pipe which provided the osteoarchaeological dimension to what would otherwise have 
been a much narrower debate about a lost earthwork. With archaeology being of limited 
potential, a more realistic long-term goal would be the discovery of additional forms of the 
place-name, and the unedited and unpublished plea rolls of the Surrey Eyre offer the most 
likely  source of these. It is hard to believe that there is not more that can still be discovered 
about a site of such prolonged importance, and of a type that can surely be recognised 
elsewhere in Surrey.
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